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Introduction
“Communities with many quality places are an
asset to businesses that are constantly trying to
attract and retain the best workers, suppliers,
investors, and customers. So, an interdependent
triangle exists between businesses, talent, and
place. Business needs talent; talent wants quality
places; quality places need business (…).
Placemaking is the means to create quality
places that serve businesses, workers, and the
community as a whole.” (Wyckoff 2015, 1-4)

Businesses shape, and are shaped, by
liveable public spaces that people
enjoy being, living, working, learning
and playing in, as Wyckoff (2015)
outlines above. For example, open shop
fronts, car-free streets and a variety of
activities engage people in staying,
sunbathing, chatting, windowshopping, enjoying a coffee on the
sidewalk or breathing in the ‘sense of
place’ (Mintz 2015). When public spaces,
such as streets, squares, or piazzas, are
of high quality, they encourage users to
stay longer, purchase more, and
further, increase both the community’s
perception of the space as a place with
identity, as well as the local businesses’
profits.
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To achieve this, the urban floor,
otherwise known as the
street at eye-level, is a key factor.
Importantly, creative knowledge
workers are acutely tied to vibrant
public spaces, innovative city shaping,
and mixed-use areas for knowledge
exchange (Karssenberg and Laven
2016). Therefore, the city at eye level, has
the keen opportunity to link locals with
the creative knowledge sector to
support an even more attractive and
beneficial public space (Karssenber and
Laven, 2016). To facilitate such links,
public-private partnerships and crosssectoral collaborations are essential in
creating attractive places that draw-in
people and support the local economy
(Wyckoff 2014). Wyckoff (2014) explains
that using placemaking strategically
beneficially contributes to more resilient
and diverse urban development and
economic growth. Creating great public
spaces attracts tourists as they enjoy
vibrant, authentic and lively public
spaces locals identify with. Moreover,
this identification can be branded and
marketed to highlight a cities’
particularities (Kovács and Musterd
2013; Lew 2017; Skinner 2018).
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(often sympathising with shared
economy ideas) or they are part of
businesses and non-profit
organisations building up their
expertise in order to later provide
placemaking as a service.

Insights into how Oslo’s
placemakers finance their projects
In Norway’s capital, there are four
main tendencies when it comes to
funding: 1) funding provided by
foundations and the public sector, 2) a
business model, 3) actors’ self-fund
their work , or 4) crowd-funding.

The most popular business models for
placemakers in Oslo are service,
innovation, platform, and
membership business models. Service
business models are characterised by
the facilitation of placemaking
processes or the creation of lively,
public spaces as a service. Innovation
business models combine a variety of
stakeholders consisting of public,
private, non-profit, and civil society,
which collaborate on increasing local
businesses’ revenue and the
liveability of an area. Membership and
platform models consist of members
paying to be part of a business or a
placemaking network to gain
influence, knowledge and contacts or
to use services provided by a
platform. Several placemakers also
sparked entrepreneurship and
enabled the creation of new service
and/or product
oriented business models.

Foundations often fund grassroots
projects and non-profit projects.
Public funds tend to be used to hire
companies with placemaking expertise
- outsourcing research in order to
more clearly and efficiently understand
a neighbourhood’s needs, wishes,
resources, complexity, and community
involvement. Additionally, outsourcing
for such expertise allows for
documentation and impact
measurement of the
implementations in the placemaking
processes.
Self-funded actors often receive
material, such as access to tools, or
financial donations.These actors are
often either grassroots activists
experimenting with public spaces and
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In general, all placemakers highlight
the relevance of strong networks, civil
society, and cross-collaborations among
the public, private and non-profit sectors
for various reasons. Naturally, strong
networks open up access to human,
material, and financial resources. Within
civil society, volunteers play a crucial role
in realising placemaking projects in Oslo,
especially considering the current limited
finances for placemaking. Their working
hours, skills and knowledge are a valuable
source for any placemaking project and
also increase the community’s ownership
and acceptance in a place. Finally, crosscollaborations are key to gain new and
diverse partners, knowledge, and
subsequently, enable better
communication and dissemination of
projects. These key concepts for
placemakers in Oslo align with findings on
placemaking and financing by
Manchester Connects (2018).
In consideration of limited, or delayed
monetary resources, the ‘lighter, quicker,
cheaper’ (McKeown 2015) approach is

Fauxels (Pexels)
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popular among many of Oslo’s placemakers
ranging from public to private stakeholders,
as it requires little funding and allows to
experiment with public places to show quick,
and sometimes immediate, results. The
approach enables the public sector to pilot
potential long-term changes without
spending budget on
infrastructure that the community would
not take ownership over. Additionally, this
approach allows for upgrades to public
spaces during longer urban development
processes, and thus keeps squares, places
and streets liveable and attractive
throughout the entire development. Private
urban developers can apply this approach to
attract people to newly developed and lesser
known areas in the city and to build up a
place brand. Creating attractive places that
can be branded is relevant, as it distinctly
forms a unified and recognisable identity
linked to a place, to increase neighbourhood
stigma, welcome more foot traffic,
boostlocals’ liveability, and even attract
skilled workers or tourists (Kovács and
Musterd 2013; Lew 2017; Skinner 2018).

Local challenges for business
and placemaking in Oslo
Local challenges for placemakers in
Oslo are varied. However, construction
work is a threat to many local
businesses and public spaces due to
noise, building fences, dust and the
closed off streets that pose a barrier for
people to walk, enjoy and access public
spaces. This challenge is widespread in
Oslo as it is one of Europe’s fastest
growing capitals. Negative
characteristics from construction have
even ruined some businesses especially gastronomy or shops that are
dependent on attractive sidewalks for
customers (Clark 2018). In one case, a
temporary placemaking business was
challenged when the owners wanted to
tear down the building but managed to
renovate and cooperate to find an
alternative solution.
An interview partner also highlighted
the challenge that people with different
cultural backgrounds and practices of
running a business are partially
reluctant to join local business and
community collaborations.

Another challenge is that in some districts
there is a lack of public space that can be
used to create new community-oriented
business models, according to an
interview partner.
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Innovation Business models Strengthening local businesses
and communities

with as many visitors and users as
possible.
Moreover, Visit Løkka strategically is
working on improving the area and
creating a distinct destination - turning a
space to a place. The organisation was
founded in 2017, and is more than just a
chamber of commerce as it is also
considering cultural and social aspects
and has over a hundred local businesses
and institutions that joined as members.
They range from ‘mum and dad’ shops,
to chain brands, to cafés. In cooperation
with the borough, jobs are given to youth
and safe and liveable public places are
developed.
The organisation also started market
days in Grünerløkka in collaboration with
cultural organisations, shops, and
gastronomy to showcase Grünerløkka’s
unique spirit. Visit Løkka has also
established KulturHUB Grünerløkka
which is a hub consisting of local cultural
institutions that update each other on
ongoing activities and establish
cooperation and support each other. The
organisation finances itself from
membership fees and public funding to
contribute to a more liveable, sustainable
and vibrant Grünerløkka (Visit Løkka
2020).

To create vibrant, sustainable and
liveable public places, collaborations
between the public, private, nonprofit sector and civil society are
crucial. To create a network between
diverse stakeholders and to facilitate a
strategy, agenda and place brand,
joined efforts and a dedicated person
to facilitate this process is required. In
Oslo, several innovative business
models have been developed to
ensure that such a position is
structured as a paid job to ensure
high quality consultancy and the
proper time to realise events and
programming of public places.,

Visit Løkka
Visit Løkka is a non-profit
organisation which aims at securing
and developing economic and cultural
activities in Grünerløkka, a popular
neighbourhood in Oslo, explained CEO
Jan Robert Johnsen. The organisation
aims at creating a vibrant urban life
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Stedskaping Platform

tactical urbanism to see real changes in their
public space from their own initiative.

The collaboration between Aslaug
Tveit, Kristin Solhaug Næss, and Øyvind
Tanum developed the Stedskaping
Platform with the specific goal to
empower inhabitants to undertake
neighborhood projects themselves with
support from the municipality and
other professional. The platform itself is
a tool for bottom-up co-production, and
therefore offers the functions to vote on
projects and crowdfunding. Regarding
urban development, Aslaug Tveit
explains,

Aslaug, Kristin, and Øyvind conducted
detailed research in several municipalities
and have planned four pilots ranging in size
and geographic location in Norway in 2021.
The four pilot groups will go through six
toolboxes they have developed, which
contain detailed information on which tasks
are upcoming to give people a safe and clear
guide. The toolboxes range from
participatory processes, idea creation, and
need assessment to design, mobilizing
people, raising money to realise the project.
The different pilots will have the chance to
exchange and share their knowledge,
especially as each pilot group links to its own
unique context and inhabitant subgroups.
The plan is to upscale the Stedskaping
Platform in Norway and potentially
internationally to make the creation of public
spaces more accessible and feasible for
citizens, and also to create better
collaborations with the public sector. The
platform has the potential to create cheaper
and more democratically developed public
places and may challenge and change the
current system of how public places are
created.

“We try to change the system.”
This ambition is brought forward in the
platform through intentionally
transforming the inhabitants into
project leaders and thus giving them
ownership over the project. Moreover,
within the Stedskaping Platform, the
inhabitants - turned project leaders experience capacity building and
feelings of competency due to the
availability and application of a variety
of tools ranging from placemaking to
9
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Tøyen Torg Association
The association has a unique
innovation business model that
stands behind the public place which
Øystein Aurlien shared with us.
Around the square are two
libraries, local restaurants and cafés,
as well as a variety of activities are
organised: for example at Skatten.
The square benefits from benches
and plant
boxes which were a collaborative
effort with activists such as Matti
Lucie Arentz. (Reich et al. 2020) The
association behind the square aims
at combining profit with corporate
social responsibility.
The strategy behind the association
at Tøyen Torg is to create a place
with an identity everybody can relate
to and to provide a variety of
activities for different target groups.
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Furthermore, the aim is to create local
businesses and the local community to
experiment and pilot change based on a
concrete agenda. The association consists
of four different stakeholders: property
owners, the borough, the local businesses
(including stores, cafés and restaurants
around the square) and neighbourhood
organisations. A consultant is aiming at
establishing new partnerships, attracting
external sponsors and organising
a varied programme with different
activities for the varied target groups. The
aim is to improve the liveability of the area
for the community and also increase the
revenues of the businesses and properties.

Ola Vatn
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histories, context and particularities
of a place to build up a brand.

Placemaking & Urban
Development

This can be achieved through a
variety of activities - such as
temporary use, pop-up cafés as well
as cultural and artistic events.

Urban developers
The urban developer, Twohig (2014),
argues that placemaking not only
improves people’s pride and
relation to a place, but also it
increases economic value. Creating
public places that break with
generic architecture, and instead
create places people can grasp the
place’s unique character, improving
the liveability. Similarly , people
having the chance to gather and
live in public places that enhance
sociability also improves both the
community spirit and local
economy.

Both the material and social
changes contribute to building up a
place brand, which can then
contribute to increasing the
property’s value and profit for
investors but may contribute to
raising tensions, displacement and
gentrification.
Interviews with people from urban
development, and the property and
retail sector, were in line with
Twohig’s (2014) arguments
highlighting the importance of
creating unique destinations that
can be branded.

Twohig (2014) explains that urban
developers can build on the
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Urban development of Vulkan
Placemaking in Oslo has been used
as a tool to make a place known, to
increase people’s pride, and to
build up a placebrand.
Public-private partnerships, events
such as markets, festivals and
exhibitions were essential to
increase the liveability, property
value, and the local businesses’
revenue. The Oslo approach aligns
with the Place-Led Development
approach, as outlined by Cardinal,
Karssenberg, Laven, Roos,
and Santos, M. (2020).
Vulkan is an area in Oslo that was
developed from 2004-2014 by
Aspelin Ramm and Anthon B Nilsen
based on LPO architect's plan. It
2020);

used to be an industrial area, but today
it is an area where people enjoy the
fusion of cultures and activities (Vulkan).
Vulkan is an area people enjoy living,
working, gathering, eating, socialising
and visiting. It is mixed use and
comprises local businesses, a hotel,
restaurants, event venues, office spaces
and homes.
The area development plan integrated
historic preservation and also using the
spirit of the place to create a unique
place experience. To activate the area,
festivals, exhibitions and concerts were
realised in cooperation with a variety of
local stakeholders. To finance the
work, investors were found who profited
from the thorough work done at Vulkanensuring a win-win situation for the
investors, developers, and the users of
the place.
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Dealing with wicked problems –
towards more sustainable cities
Pådriv Model
Based on the need to achieve more
sustainable cities and meeting the
climate goals, Pådriv developed an
approach for cities. They identified that
creating sustainable futures for cities is
a wicked problem as neither solutions
nor questions are given or can be
provided by a single actor. Hence,
maintaining existing collaborations and
new forms of collaborations between the
public, private, non-profit sector and
civil society are necessary. To establish
strategic partnerships for sustainable
urban
development, Pådriv developed an opensource method that consists of eight
different steps. The steps are outlined
briefly as follows (Pådriv, 2018):
1. Promote change
2. Gather leading actors
3. Set a strategic direction
4. Mobilise volunteers
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5. Reduce barriers to support action
6. Create quick wines
7. Maintain these quick wins
8. Uphold the continuous
consciousness
for change
Pådriv, Aspelin Ramm, and the district
(bydelverket) approached Obos, the
owner of the old Vollebekk Factory
Building, to create
cooperation. They created a space for
entrepreneurs who pay a membership
fee to rent a place at the space.
Vollebekk Fabrikker is a temporary
space for development and incubator
for solutions in the fields of repairing,
recycling, and green production. It
enables people to test, develop, and
demonstrate their solutions. Skills and
competences are shared and thus
contribute to a more sustainable
Norwegian economy and address
questions about a shared economy.
The
current projects vary in size and
duration (Vollebekk Fabrikker 2020).

Ola Vatn
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place with and for the community that
is sociable, accessible, welcoming and
affordable, and importantly addresses
the local community’s needs
(Oldenburg 2003).
This provides the business with
outstanding qualities which can make
it more attractive given the increase in
e-commerce (Vink 2018). The
combination of a café, restaurants and
renting out facilities for various events
can be understood as a service
business model (Baden-Fuller 2017).
Third places often offer visitors,
organisations, and companies a variety
of services they can purchase besides
the place being often free of entrance
charge. Creating a bundle of services
makes third places (more) profitable
and also provides users with
opportunities to fulfill their needs.

Third Places – Creating
unique meeting and
business places
What are Third Places?
Third places were coined as a
concept by the sociologist Ray
Oldenburg in 1977 to
describe public gathering places
beyond the home and workplace
which invite both regular and onetime guests. They serve the local
community and neighbourhood to
create a place to gather, exchange
information, be social and have
meetings. Third places can range
from bookshops with a café, to beer
gardens and vary in their functions,
programmes and target groups
(Oldenburg
2003).

Who is involved?
Local businesses and local community
actors play a key role in third places.
Without them, third places could not
survive, so both businesses and
community member play an equally
important role in keeping the place
lively (Steigemann 2016).

What is the goal of Third
Places?
The goal behind creating third
places is creating a unique meeting
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Kulturhuset, Youngs & Skatten
Kulturhuset started as a temporary
Oslo-based project in June 2013
and transformed into Norway's
most active culture house. It
welcomes everyone to join Oslo's
open office community, play
games, enjoy coffee, healthy and
sustainable food during day and
night time, concerts, debates, bars,
DJ sets, beer tasting, and a variety
of different activities. It provides
spaces for mingling, exchanging,
hanging out, and working and it is
accessible and vibrant.
The concept of creating a space
people can meet for a breakfast or
lunch meeting, have an after-work
beer, party, play and relax is
popular among Osloites and
visitors. Therefore, the concept was
extended to the residential area
Tøyen where Skatten opened, and
to Youngstorget where Youngs
welcomes guests - while these are
smaller locations, they hold the
same concept.

Kulturhuset is a popular work, meeting
and hang-out place in Oslo.
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Prindsen Hage
Prindsen Hage is located in a backyard in
Oslo's city centre. A greenhouse, food
trucks, bars and a variety of games like
chess, table tennis, petanque and boules,
and hammocks welcome visitors. During
winter, an ice skating rink, lavvos, fires,
and a Christmas market attract Osloites
and visitors.

19
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Facilitating
community involvement –
placemaking as a service

partially self-funded and/or as part of
research or grassroots projects. The gained
insights on best-practices, local
particularities in terms of geography,socioeconomic aspects and policy, obstacles, and
gathering solutions contributed to building
up expert knowledge for these local
stakeholders.

Profit, as well as non-profit
organisations are getting paid by
the public sector in Oslo to realise
placemaking processes ranging
from research to the
implementation and evaluation
phase. These organisations provide
placemaking as a service as they
often have a strong focus on the
environment and the community’s
needs. The actors often have a selfreflective and critical view on their
work and aim for diverse, inclusive
and pollinator-friendly public
places. Focussing on people, planet
and profit (the triple bottom line) is
an important element of these
businesses. Several placemaking
processes started as self-funded or

The competence, experience and
knowledge supported several of these
organisations to build up a service oriented
business model. The main
customer at the moment is the public
sector, which is due to either a lack of
human resources, or a lack of experience
outsourcing the entire series of steps
in placemaking processes. Potentially,
facilitating community involvement
processes could be services that investors,
urban developers, and research
institutes may be interested in purchasing.
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Olafiagangen
Olafiagangen is a public square
that lies between the bus terminal,
under a bridge, and next to a river
in central Oslo. The area is
frequented by drug users, poor
travelers, and homeless people and
has been stigmatised in the news
due to criminal activities (Ander
2017). Many people in the
neighbourhood perceived the
space as dark, scary, and dirty and
avoided it whenever possible. The
area development programme
under the city sought to apply
participatory workshops
and employed a firm to realise
these with the local children and
youth (Vik and Thun 2019). Based
on the findings, the area
development programme in the
Gamle Oslo District employed LÉVA
Urban Design, GrowLab, and
Makers’ Hub to improve
Olafiagangen by creating a
placescape consisting of garden
boxes, colours, plants, and benches
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Oslo Living Lab was employed to
support the endeavour with planting
flowers and city trees.
Youth from the district were employed
to support the transformation process
by building, painting, and planting
alongside volunteers. These
companies provided placemaking as a
service to improve the local
neighborhood and transformed a dark
scary place into a
vibrant, green, colourful, and liveable
public space. The area development
programme has planned further
activities to improve the public space
which will
be interesting to explore in the future.

Vaterlandsparken
Vaterlandsparken is located close
to the city centre and main station
and was perceived as an unsafe
area with drug users and homeless
people. There was a need to invite
more groups into the park by
creating a variety of activities.
The project aimed to involve new
user groups and to create a safe
place that was more aesthetically
pleasing in order to provide a
unique and attractive experience in
the urban space.
The plan was to create a project
that could be recreated in different
areas of the city and upscaled.
Through chess games, urban
agriculture, and collaborations with
a variety of people and the local
community, the placemaking
efforts lead to a safer, more
vibrant,more lively and greener
public place. The project was so
popular that the municipality
recreated it in the following years
(Gallis and Brathseth 2015).
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Importantly, developing a business
model for creative placemaking
projects can secure the sustainability
of the project (Simon 2017).

Creative Placemaking and
Business Models
What is creative placemaking?

Baden-Fuller et al.’s (2017) research on
business models in cultural
institutions shows that the performer,
product, commissioner, landlord, hub,
and service models are all often
effective.

Creative placemaking is about
collaborative efforts made by the arts
and culture sector, as well as public
and private actors to strategically
increase a community’s economy,
sociability, and liveability. The concept
first emerged in the United States of
America as part of cultural
regeneration policies led by the arts,
but it is also used in Scandinavia
(Kortbeck 2019, Mc Keown 2015, 2016;
Wyckoff 2014, Gadwa Nicodemus 2012).

It is fruitful to explore how these
business models could be relevant for
creative placemaking in the public
sphere.

How is value created?
Artists create value for the community
and economy however, the value is not
always necessarily monetary (Schiuma
et al. 2019,
Simon 2017).
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Creative placemaking in Oslo

References

The new public library (Deichman) in
Bjørvika next to the Oslo Opera
House is more than just a place to
borrow books - a maker’s space,
possibilities to learn instruments, art
installations, and even contains a
seed and a tool library.

Baden-Fuller, Charles et al. 2017.
“Business Models and Value: Analytical
Comparisons of Scalable Solutions and
Digital Platforms.” Academy of
Management Proceedings.

The library is strongly frequented by
locals, but also attracts tourists with
its unique possibilities and beautiful
fjord view.
However, to cover the costs of
running the library,
The City of Oslo has only limited
funding, hence parts of the library
are rented out - such as to a café, a
restaurant, and conference rooms for
professional meetings or as r an
event venue. Moreover, the library
has some services that users have to
pay for (Henriksen 2019).

Deichman. 2020. “Aktuelt”. Online
available:https://deichman.no/aktuelt/
Velkommen%20til%20Deichman%20Bj
%C3%B8rvika_458ccc25-4a9a-44d0950c-9b9b735124dd
Gadwa Nicodemus, Anne. 2012.
"Creative Placemaking 2.0." GIA
Reader, Grantmakers in the Arts,
Supporting a Creative America 23 (2).
Henriksen, Arve. 2019. "Publikum må
vike plass for kommersielle leietagere
på nye Deichman." Aftenposten, last
update 3rd October 2019, Online
available:
https://www.aftenposten.no/osloby/i/5
0kJd1/publikum-maa-vike-plass-forkommersielle-leietagere-paa-nyedeichman.
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Entrepreneurship &
placemaking
Linderud Gård pop-up café
At Linderud Gård, youth working
for Nabolagshager had the idea of
creating a pop-up café. Over the
summer they were growing herbs
and edible flowers in a testbed at
the farm which they then used to
decorate their cakes, and from the
homegrown mint, they made mint
and raspberry lemonade and mint
tea. Some of the cakes even used
local ingredients in the dough such
as chocolate squash cupcakes.
Using local herbs, vegetables and
flowers embraced the young
people’s work and the harvest of
Oslo’s late summer.
The youth built two market stalls
with mentors over the summer
using recycled material such as
bicycle tires. One of the roofed
market stalls contains a sink and
basket which can be used for
harvesting and washing vegetables
in the field but also as a portable
bar.

During an event of the National Ballet that
was performed outdoors, due to Covid-19, at
the venue of Linderud Gård, the youh
realised the pop-up café. They got support
from their mentor Kim Weger and got so
excited about it that they plan to repeat popup cafés on their own for future events. The
portable market stalls enabled them to be
flexible in where to open their pop-up café
and made it possible to easily move during a
rain shower.
Opening a temporary café invited people to
chat and enjoy the local food. It also gave the
youth a possibility to get revenue and to
learn what it takes to be an entrepreneur.
Moreover, it enabled them to enjoy
socialising as a group, as several of them
were not allowed to meet friends due to
Covid-19 and the potential risks for their
families. Their work was the only way their
parents would allow them to meet up.
Hence, the pop-up café and summer job also
created a social place for these minority
youth enabling them to socialise and learn
valuable entrepreneurial skills.
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Curious about how we at Nabolagshager make cities
more green and social?

Check out our Nabolagshager website and learn about our ongoing projects,
further publications and download free placemaking tool manuals.
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